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The wreck of the Stirling Castle and its outcome is a sorry tale, a 
story of a woman's amazing fortitude and the miserable death of a 
gallant band of British seamen. (Bill Beatty, The Tales of Old 
Australia, 1966, p. 173) 
Objective fact in the Stirling Castle story is an elusive spirit and 
just as it is about to be grasped has the habit of changing its form. 
(Michael Alexander, Mrs. Frazer on the Fatal Shore, 1971. From 
1976 edition, p. 97) 
Let us consider the woman Eliza Fraser . . . whose shipwreck 
among the aborigines . . . and ultunate rescue by a convict... (have) 
been the subject of much biographical reconstmction. (Jill Ward 
'Patrick Vfhite's A Fringe of Leaves' 1978, p. 402) 
This topic should be one of particular interest to the Royal 
Historical Society of Queensland, not merely because the putative 
events associated with it occurred in the immediate Brisbane area, but 
from the fact that the 'events' themselves very soon became folk-
history, with various conflicting interpretations, each concemed to 
embroider or interpret the happenings to suit seemingly dommant 
issues in the case. Thus it has been of fascination to -
investigators of navigation, of shipwreck and of the conditions 
on and personnel involved with the ship itself; 
nutritionists and physiologists exploring the bodily sufferings 
of Eliza Fraser; 
defenders of the role of the convict John Graham, notably 
Robert Gibbings; 
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sttidents of the 'New England' hypothesis of H.S. Russell, 
involvmg in the rescue David Bracewell, an absconding 
convict; 
those familiar with the writings of the early Moreton Bay 
Commissioner of Crown Lands, Stephen Simpson M.D.; 
Michael Alexander's compilation, Mrs. Fraser on the Fatal 
Shore, and its intuitions; 
Patrick White in his fictional version of the central spiritual 
dilemmas in his A Fringe of Leaves (1976); 
Tim Burstall and David WiUiamson in their several unpub-
Ushed screen plays which are best known through their film, 
Eliza Fraser; 
Kenneth Cook's recounting of the last in his picaresque novel 
Eliza Fraser, 
those probing the later career and second marriage of Mrs. 
Fraser; 
and to the many artists who have sought to depict symbolically some of the 
central situations of the story, notably Robert Gibbings and Sidney Nolan. 
Thus for most people, 'the story of Eliza Fraser' brings to mind a strange 
mixture of: historic fact; aU-embracing 'versions' of the story; intense pity for 
the physical sufferings of Mrs. Fraser, a kaleidoscope of colour and action as 
in die remarkable and much under-appreciated film; and a compassionate 
desire to understand the spiritual distress of a woman in such an appaUing 
situation; - in short a Strang farago of 'fiction, faction, fable, and fihn'. 
However, the central focus has always been on the true personal core of the 
story - what manner of woman was Eliza Fraser, and what (abiding) 
significance do her sufferings have for those concemed with those years of the 
dawn of Queensland settlement. 'History' has in effect become myth and so is 
in need of continual probing and recension. 
A relatively uncontentious account of the initial events might mn as follows -
The 500-ton brig Stirling Castle, in ballast from Sydney, stmck a 
reef, probably one of the Swain Group, in the Great Barrier Reef, on 
2Ist May 1836. The master, James Fraser, his wife and the crew 
(some 18 souls in all) took to two boats. After four days Mrs. Fraser 
gave birth to a child which died. The party touched at an island some 
days afterwards. A fortnight later, with their stores diminished and 
their water gone, they reached the Bimker Islands. The boatswain 
and six others then seized the piimace, taking most of the stores and 
forcing Eraser's nephew to go with them as pilot. They sailed south 
and later reached land. Those who were left put to sea again, 
disobeying Eraser's orders to make for Moreton Bay, and landed 
instead on Great Sandy (later Fraser) Island. The seamen then set 
off on foot for Moreton Bay. The Frasers and the first and second 
mates, left without firearms, soon fell into the hands of the natives. 
After the deaths of several of this party, including her husband, Mrs. 
Fraser was finally rescued by a convict and led back to safety. 
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Clearly this account is either too simple, or too extraordinary for those times, 
to have been able to escape considerable further embroidery and interpretive 
variation of detail. 
" - t ^ ^ ^ ^ - i j ^ 
Frontispiece to the 1837 New York pamphlet, 
Narrative of the Capture. Sufferings and Miraculous 
Escape of Mrs. Eliza Fraser. 
Mrs. Eraser's own 'Narrative' (details are taken from the 1837 account) 
she called 'a plain, unvamished tale' (p. 5) and as Alexander stresses 
despite... some obvious intervention in dialogue, the book... bears 
something of the stamp of her personality. (The Fatal Shore,p. 56) 
Alexander speculates that the account of her friendship with one nobler 
savage 'may have covered a more romantic friendship than she was prepared 
to admit!' (p. 57) 
As her own story has it: 
his brother . . . was a much more independent spirit, and one to 
whom I feel myself much indebted, for the protection that he 
afforded me. . . This man, although a savage, evidentiy possessed a 
better heart than many who claim a rank among a more human and 
civiUzed race. (Narrative, p. 13) 
Tragically, in her defence her 'benefactor lost his life' (Narrative, p. 18), but 
she was rescued soon afterwards by Mr. Graham, Lieut Otter and a party of 
'resolute young men' (p. 19). 
Eliza's own account, given under her hand at Liverpool on July 2 183 8, is a 
sober and moral tale, fiUed with deep concem for her husband, she being long 
separated from him but finally permitted 
the last interview that Heaven had ordained that I should have with 
him. . . . his savage masters . . . had most inhumanly stabbed him 
with their knives - a spear was thirst (sic.) into his body in my 
presence, which caused me in a fit of despair to exclaim (as I seized 
and pulled the spear out of his body) "Jesus of Nazareth I can 
endure this no longer!" - he retained his senses until a few moments 
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before he expired. The last words he uttered were, "Eliza, I am 
gone!" I was permitted until the melancholy moment when the vital 
spark took its flight, to remain with him... enjoining upon him not to 
moum on my account, but to put his tmst in one, who had not only 
the power, but whom I had faith to believe would finally deliver me 
from cmel bondage, and restore me to the arms of my surviving 
relatives, (p. 15) 
As elsewhere in the text, the speaker is made to call upon 'the God of mercy' 
(p. 18), to receive 'the interposition of Divine Providence' (p. 19) and so to 
conclude with the devout cry 
"thanks be to Divine Providence, through whose kind interposition I 
have been restored to, and once more permitted to enjoy the society 
of my surviving friends, I feel that it is a blessed reality, and that all 
thanks and praise are due to that Supreme Being, who gave me 
strength to bear my afflictions with becoming fortitude. 
ELIZA FRASER " (p. 20) 
This text concludes with three further passages - firstly, that 'through 
modesty she had failed to mention' her giving birth and the child's drowning 
(p. 21); secondly, 'that Mrs. Fraser, the narrator, very justly attributes her 
miraculous escape to the interposition of a kind Providence' (pp. 21 -22); and, 
thirdly, details of a similar shipwreck, of the ship Blinderhall, and of the 
similar instance of 
the remarkable interposition of Divine Providence in preserving the 
hves, and in sending deliverance to the crew and passengers . . ., 
(presaging) the superintendence of a particular Pro v/rfewce, operat-
ing by second causes, (p. 24) 
Clearly the value of this 'Narrative' is that it stresses the religious dimension 
to Mrs. Fraser's sensitivity, as well as indicating the possibility of a sensuous 
aspect to the personality of the aborigines' captive. The account of her feeling 
for the yoimger chieftain would seem at least psychologically enigmatic, if not 
revelatory of an actual happening. 
While it is not practical to follow through all the variations and details of the 
contemporary accounts of the early events, it is clear that these threw up a 
series of problems or remarkable 'events' which seemed to give food for 
speculation to later re-tellers of the story. Although it is a twentieth century 
version, it is interesting to now analyse the seminal attempt at reconstmcting 
events afforded in 1937 by Robert Gibbings. As its title indicates, the focus is 
on John Graham Convict and it tells the tme story of a man from Dundalk, 
Coimty Louth, sentenced to seven years' transportation for stealing six 
poimds and a quarter of hemp at the Assizes there on 4th March 1824. 
Gibbings' researches, meticulous in the detail as to the career of Graham, and 
spim into a story involving various others like Francey Ward who was tried at 
the same time, are of considerable assistance in establishing the sort of man 
Graham was - 'twenty-four years of age and hardly more than five foot' (p. 5), 
sentenced to be transported 'for the term of seven years' (p. 6), given more 
schooling by his ambitious mother than was normal (p. 8), detained at 
Dundalk breaking stones for seven hionths (p. 10), held in the hulks in Dublin 
Bay in the former frigate Essex, then transferred on 26 November to the 
Surprise in Cork Harbour off the fortified island of Hawlbowline, and finally 
transferred to the Hoogley on 7th December, 1824. 
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This first class ship ' of 466 tons had arrived at Cork on the previous day 
from Gravesend, having been chartered by the govemment to carry the 
available male convicts to Sydney. Her master, Peter John Reeves finally 
contacted to take out about two hundred convicts witii a guard from the 57th 
Regiment, a Captain Logan ^ in command. (This was, of course, Patrick 
Logan, the notorious commandant of Moreton Bay, who was killed by 
aborigines on 17 October 1830). The surgeon superintendent Dr. Robert 
Tainsh — (the name is wrongly read by Gibbings as 'Tench', p.23) — had 
sailed with Reeves before, in the Earl St. Vincent of 412 tons, from Cork on 
29 April 1823 via Rio to arrive in Sydney on 9 September after a passage of 
133 days. He had on that occasion to combat serious scurvy affecting many of 
his convicts (see Bateson, p. 276). This time they embarked 195 male 
convicts and sailed on 5 January 1825, via Santa Cmz (Gibbings, p. 25), Rio 
and the Cape, arriving at Sydney on 22 April after a passage of 107 days, with 
two convicts dying on the voyage. 
Gibbings reports (p. 35) from the Sydney Gazette of 28 April 1825 with its 
notice of the landing of the 'passengers' and how 
Graham was assigned to John Raine, a mill-owner at Parramatta, 
and with him from the Hoogley went John Gibbs, a bookseller from 
Dublin; Thomas Noel, a vagrant from Cork... and two errand boys. 
(p. 36) 
Raine who had arrived from England early in 1820 had prospered, gone 
bankmpt, re-estabUshed himself, and begim to nm a stage coach between 
Parramatta and Sydney, as weU as a mill at the former place, was a hard 
master, ordering 50 lashes for Thomas Noel 'for insolence, and using 
improper language to Mr. Raine's clerk' (p. 44). Gibbings also reports detials 
suggesting a possible friendship between Graham and the river aborigines 
who may well have taught him 
how to spear fish, which berries were fit to eat, and what roots could 
be dug up for food, information which stood him in good stead at a 
later date. (p. 46) 
The researches of Gibbings also show that John Raine had considerable 
trouble with various of his other assigned servants, retuming 8 men to the 
Govemment in August 1826. John Graham was sentenced to seven years at 
Moreton Bay, for petty larceny. He was finally delivered to that colony on 3 
January 1827 and so fell under the influence of the harsh Commandant, 
Patrick Logan. In July he escaped to the bush, and Hved with the aborigines 
for 6 years, giving himself up in November 1833. 
Part II of John Graham Convict begins with some accoimt of the Frasers, 
from Stromness in Orkney. Mrs. Fraser (b. 1798?) had been married in 1818 
to James Fraser, a sea captain and during the next few years she had bom him 
three children, James, David and Jane. In 1835, owing to the fact that her 
husband was not in robust health, she consented to accompany him on a 
voyage although she herself was pregnant at the time. Thus, leaving their 
children in the care of the minister at Stromness they sailed in the brig Stirling 
Castle, bound for Hobart in Tasmania. Captain Fraser had in 1831, in the 
same ship, taken out the first batch of free emigrants to New South Wales, and 
before that he had commanded the Comet which had been wrecked in Torres 
Strait. 
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On Sunday, 15 May 1836, the Stirling Castle had left Sydney for 
Singapore. On the evening of 21st May at about half past nine the vessel 
stmck on one of the numerous half-submerged coral islets of the Swain reef 
cluster. Gibbings reports, largely from the 1837 accounts, various preventative 
means taken (p. 70), the ill discipline of the crew 'several of whom had but 
recentiy signed on in Sydney' (p. 71), how Baxter, the boatswain, and five 
other hands took the pinnace, while Fraser with his wife, the first mate, and 
the remainder of the crew foUowed in the longboat (p. 72). They had been four 
days in the open boats when Mrs. Fraser gave birth to a child which lived only 
a few moments. After putting ashore for a night, they spent a further fortnight 
beating backwards and forwards against head winds eventually landing 
further south, on one of the Bunker Islands, where open mutiny broke out, the 
boatswain with six of the sttongest men in the crew leaving in tihe pinnace and 
taking most of the provisions and forcing John Fraser, the captain's nephew, 
to go with them as navigator. With the exception of the first and second mates, 
those left behind were equally rebellious, Henry Yauldran snatching some 
collected water from Mrs. Fraser with the cry 
'Damn you, you she-captain, if you say much more I'll drown you.' 
(Eliza's reported account, quoted p. 74) 
When the boat was beached and repaired, the men finally decided to walk 
to Moreton Bay, taking with them the captain's fowling-piece and all the 
muskets and ammunition belonging to the party. Gibbings then paraphrases 
Mrs. Fraser's own account of die fate of the four left behind, describing the 
death of the Captain eight or nine days after he had been speared (p. 77), the 
crael treatment of Mr. Brown the first mate and his death, separation from 
Mr. Baxter the second mate, and the further treatment by the aborigines, 
particularly the women, of Mrs. Fraser, now quite alone. 
Mrs. Fraser, from Shipwreck Of The 
Stirling Castle, John Curtis, 1838. 
A modern comment on this drawing: 
"A handsome dark-haired lady whose 
strong features and mobile mouth 
suggest contradiction between duty 
and indulgence". 
(Michael Alexander, 1971). 
When in August 1836 news reached Moreton Bay of Mrs. Fraser's 
captivity, Lieut. Otter, a keen naturalist and hunter, was instmcted to take out 
a party to find her. Graham, back now for neariy tiu-ee years, knowing the 
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district and the native people well was the first to volunteer. His own 
description of events,3 laid before Captain Foster Fyans commandant, 
Moreton Bay on 6th September 1836 is given in a more elegant version by 
Gibbings (pp. 80-100). Its essential qualities are: considerable gifts of 
fluency (the product, doubtless, of his extra village educationO, coupled with 
a certain degree of the rhetorical; specificity as to distances, direction, names, 
aboriginal treatment of 'ghosts' (i.e. white persons); a degree of strategy in 
keeping in touch with Lieut. Otter, Corporal Campbell and others; his 
encounter with an apparently dying man - 'I found he was the second Mate of 
the'Sterg Castle' by name John Baxter, of the Commercial Road - London' 
(p. 86); Graham's own religious sense and his genuine compassion for Mrs 
Fraser 
I was determined to brave the worst of fates or finish a miserable 
existence to rescue that abject captive Lady (pp. 89-90); 
and 
'no horror stmck me (so much) as tne sight of that unhappy Lady 
who caught my eye' (p. 93); 'in the most distressed state than can be 
painted . . . forced to bear the wood on them sun bumt shoulders 
where the tender skin hung in scales.' (p. 96) 
The actual account by Graham of his conducting Mrs. Fraser away is of 
importance, not least because of further exploration of it in later recensions. 
What but heaven could have prolonged a life of such misery for a 
deliverance. . . . This Lady4 rising and taking my haninap I 
proceeded through a Camp of some hundreds of Blacks . . . On her 
head was a Southwester, the smell of the paint kept the Blacks from 
taking it. Around her lions were part of the legs and waistband of a 
pair of Trousers, which covered part of her thighs, wound roimd 
with Vines twenty fold as for delicacy as the preservation of her 
marriage and ear rings which she conclealed under the Vines, (pp. 
96-97) 
Graham had gone to Otter to get some clothes to cover Mrs. Fraser -
'I went and got a Boat cloak and some other articles of dress and 
retumed to prepare the Lady for his reception and for the first time 
them vines were pull'd off which the hands of her Dear and much 
lamented Husband had put on.' (pp. 97-98) 
The meeting with Otter being effected about 1 o'clock on Wednesday the 
17th of August, theyiwere near camp by the following day and clothing was 
ready for her from ladies of the community, and finally she arrived in Moreton 
Bay on Monday August 22nd. 
Lieut. Otter's own communication to the Commandant corroborates most of 
the detail of Graham's, describing Mrs. Fraser's reception by his own party 
thus -
Mrs. Fraser was waiting close at Land for a cloak to cover her, as 
she had been stripped by the natives from the very first as well as the 
rest - She came to us in a few minutes after and though dreadfully 
debilitated and crippled from the sufferings she had undergone she 
insisted upon starting instantly for the tents, which indeed it became 
pmdent to do as there was nearly 300 natives assembled in a camp 
about 9 miles off many of whom had been very unwilling to give her 
up. (pp. 104-105) 
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Otter stressed towards the end of his despatch the signal contribution of 
Graham to the success of their mission -
I cannot conclude without requesting that I may be allowed to 
recommend to His Exellency's notice, the prisoner Graham to 
whose indefatigable exertions we are indebted for our success. He 
shunned neither danger nor fatigue, and on the last occasion he was 
exposed to very imminent risk, by venturing into the large Camp 
where Mrs. Fraser was detained, as had he met there any of the 
natives who attacked us a few days before it might have been fatal to 
him - as he was obliged not only to go unarmed, but to strip himself 
amongst them. (p. 105) 
This report by Otter was forwarded to the Colonial Secretary on 6th 
September 1826 together with a covering letter by Captain Fyans, the 
Commandant, referring to Otter's initial meeting with three survivors of the 
wreck, the most helpful of whom was Joseph Corallas, a 'Native of South 
America'. He also commented that 
'the general conduct and manner of three individuals Robert Darge, 
Harry Youldron, and Robert Dayman since their arrival has been 
disrespectful and bad, and an apparent unwillingness on the parts of 
the first two to give any information regarding Captain Fraser or his 
lady.' (p. 108) 
The answer to this was a request from the Govemor for the police history of 
Graham, to which Fyans repUed on 8 November 
' . . With respect to John Graham he having only until next May to 
serve when he will become entirely free, I hope His Excellency will 
consider him entitled to a greater share of indulgence than the others, 
and direct his retum to Head Quarters by the next Vessel.' (p. 110) 
As a sequel Graham was ordered to Hyde Park Barracks at Sydney, where he 
prepared a petition for a free pardon. Its handwriting (a part of which is 
reproduced on p. 113) is that of a man of some education and verbal felicity 
including -
That on the 17th of August 1836, he freed5 Mrs. Fraser from 
seven hundred Canniballs and savages . . . That his superior 
knowledge of The country and Language kept them all from harm. 
But aheady E.D. Thomson had written thus on 2nd January 1837 
I do myself the honour to inform you that Graham is to receive a 
Tick of Leave and the sum of ten pounds to provide himself with 
the means of beginnmg, H.E. hopes a new life and of hereafter 
maintaining himself by honest industry -. (p.l 15) 
Gibbings' last report of Mrs. Fraser is succinct and mns thus: 
On arrival in Sydney Mrs. Fraser was treated with all the generosity 
and hospitality for which Austraha is famed. A subscription was 
opened in her favour and a passage arranged on the Mediterranean 
Packet commanded by Captain Greene. It is pleasant to state that 
before she arrived in England she was sufficiently recovered from 
her ordeal to marry Captdin Greene, (p. 116) 
He also quotes a letter from Mrs. Fraser's daughter to Mr. Baxter,6 the 
second mate of the Stirling Castle, and a relative of Captain Fraser's' 
I received your kind letter of I st of August (1837) and am happy to 
hear you are once more arrived in safety in your native land, as it 
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was more than ever I expected. I have received a letter from my dear 
mamma upon her arrival in Liverpool, and I am looking for her daily 
at Stromness. She intimated that she was to call at London and at 
Greenock before coming to Orkney;... Little was I thinking when at 
London that it was to be the last interview with my dear father; that I 
was no more to behold him in this world, but to be taken away from 
me in such a cmel manner by savages!... Uncle John would be very 
happy to receive a letter from you to give an account if his son7 lived 
a heavenly life, for he received an account of his death. 
Your affectionate cousin, 
Jane Earl Fraser. 
Gibbings' main text concludes with a Postscript (p. 118), referring to the 
John Curtis account of Mrs. Fraser's sufferings as being 'highly coloured'. He 
also referred to the fact that another convict, Bracefell, had claimed the 
honour of the rescue, and notes H.S. Russell's championing of the latter, yet 
concluding: 
but as has been seen from the official papers, there can be no 
question whatever but that John Graham was the hero of the 
occasion.' (p. 118) 
When Robert Gibbings's narrative first appeared Ivor Brown wrote in the 
Observer^ that it is 
'no less vivid than his illustrations . . . . told with a sense of drama 
which enlivens the characters but never works for cheap effects. Mr. 
Gibbings's luminous prose throws light on some of the darkest 
comers in the bleakest of aU human houses.' 
As Gibbings himself had written to his reader in 1837 
This is the story of two people, the one bom in Ireland and signing 
himself John Graham - the other bom in the Orkney Islands and 
signing herself Eliza Anne Fraser who were fated to meet at the 
other end of the world in circumstances which could hardly have 
been more disttessing. (p. ix) 
He concluded that 'Introduction' with the enigmatic, if terse, observation 
and if there is any error in the story it is that of understatement 
Since his sources were documents of Irish history on the one hand and on the 
other the archival records then housed in the Public Library of New South 
Wales, there is little doubt that his claim was a valid one and that, from a 
position of objectivity, he had recorded the remarkable career of one named 
convict, as an Ulustration of the system.9 The Australian Dictionary of 
Biography (vol. I, p. 468) follows Gibbings on Graham, as do the compilers 
of the 'Wild White Men' article in the 1958 edition of the Australian 
Encyclopedia. (See Select Bibliography). 
Since Gibbings refers to H. S. RusseU (p. 118), it may be as well to follow at 
this point that strand of the story. As it made clear from the Australian 
Dictionary of Biography (volume 1, p. 145) in a survey by J.H. Homibrook, 
David Bracewell (Bracefield, BracefeU) (18037-1844) was bom in London 
and he 
was convicted at the Middlesex Gaol Delivery on 14 September 
1826 for assauh with intention to rob, and sentenced to be 
transported for fourteen years. 
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In Jime 1827 he arrived at Hobart Town in the transport Lay ton, and in the 
December was sent to Moreton Bay. Despite good behaviour he absconded in 
May 1828 for five days, again later that year, in 1829 and in 1834, this time 
for six years. He fell in with various Aboriginal tribes and later claimed that 
he had come within reach of the party searching for survivors from the 
Stirling Castle, wrecked on a reef near Wide Bay in May 1836. As was noted 
above, the official record made no mention of him, giving the credit to John 
Graham. BracefeU retumed to Moreton Bay in May 1837, absconded for the 
fifth time in July 1839, living for nearly three years with the Carbaraks tribe 
as 'Wandi'. He was found in May 1842 by a party led by Andrew Petrie.io 
and worked at Wolston near Goodna, on a property owned by the 
humane Dr. Stephen Simpson,ii Commissioner of Crown Lands. While 
felling timber there he was killed by a falling tree on 28 March 1844. Since 
Simpson in his several despatches to Gipps makes no mention of Bracefell's 
part in the Stirling Castle rescue, nor in any of his verbose reports on 
aborigines, or in the account of Bracefell's death, it would seem clear that his 
friend and employer had no knowledge of this part of Bracefell's career. 
The cmcial problem with his inclusion in the Eliza Fraser story is that this 
only occurred many years after the event in the Russell account which then 
obtained a very wide currency. Russell is now quoted in the reported form in 
which it appeared in 1914 in H.M. Suitor's Australian Milestones, Vol. I 
(pp. 343-345) -
In April, 1842, Stuart Russell, with a party of four and some 
convicts, sailed from Moreton Bay to Wide Bay in a whale boat. 
They were in dangerous quarters, for a few years before the blacks 
had murdered the crew of the "Stirling Castle", which left Sydney 
on 15th May, 1836, and was driven ashore at Wide Bay. The blacks 
were, however, friendly on this occasion, and gave them useful 
information. Russell says: 
"In the aftemoon of the third day, two or three blacks were seen 
coming round the bay by the beach. With a glass we were able to 
make out that one,who carried a spear,was not an aboriginal,though 
savage-looking enough. This man proved to be a convict who had 
managed to escape from the chains in which he had been manacled 
with others, at Moreton Bay settlement, not long after the arrival of 
Captain Logan as Commandant of that penal settlement. The poor 
fellow knew his own name - Bracefell - but could not recollect his 
own language for some time. He was called Wandi (which means a 
great talker) by the natives. I now repeat from his own story, which 
was told at odd times during our trip. He felt oveijoyed at the chance 
opened for his retum to his fellow-men, but he said that thoughts of 
the settlement fiUed him with terror. For a while he could not be 
persuaded that it was no longer the heU-on-earth which he had left 
years before. He gave every assurance that he would work his very 
best if he would not be flogged. I promised him that he would not in 
any way be punished, and he graduaUy became more composed. In 
the past penal times the terrible 'cat' was mercilessly wielded over 
mnaway and recovered convicts, followed upon by heavy leg-irons 
day and night. Bracefell soon made himself useful in explaining to 
the blacks that we came without hostile intent, and that we had no 
wish in any way to molest them, which probably saved us much 
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ttouble. He could speak the dialects of four different tribes, and it 
seemed that each tribe differed more or less in the maimer of 
language and expression. He took his part in the fights against other 
tribes, which were frequent, but he had never been persuaded to turn 
cannibal. He was in looks an old man, but his hard life had added its 
brand to the years of hi_s seamed features. When washed and clothed 
he became perfectly natural, recovered much confidence, and 
appeared to be really glad of being rescued." 
"Very little had hitherto been known of the mainland, off" the 
coast, between Cape Moreton and Sandy Cape. A headland to the 
far north of Wild Bay was named Brown's Cape, it being the spot on 
which BracefeU and the blacks said that Brown, the mate of the 
'Stirling Castle', had been kiUed and eaten. The casting away of this 
ill-fated vessel was the signal for a general gathering of aU tribes 
within reach. Bracefell said that they came in from long distances. 
Captain Fraser and some of the crew had been kiUed but for some 
reason, which is not expalined, Brown, the mate, was reserved for 
future devilry. The Captain's wretched wife -who suffered unspeak-
able horrors - was spared. It was the possession of this white woman 
and the prospect of plunder that had made the outside tribes so eager 
to reach the scene of horror. Putting aside the torments of Mrs. 
Fraser's bondage, Bracefell said that she was compelled to drag in 
wood for fires, and fetch water, with as much cmelty as was shown 
to the gins. He said that he was never aUowed to speak to nor 
approach her: her sufferings were terrible, and he was always 
thinking of how he could manage to get her away." 
"He at last found opportunities for interviewing poor Mrs. 
Fraser. Her misery and want would soon have killed her, but the 
new-bom hope of escape by this man's help gave her courage. The 
occasion came. Food had become very scarce, and the blacks were 
forced to roam about after honey or scratch in ant-hills for the sweet 
little eggs or tear up grass roots or dive to the bottom of waterholes 
for the bulbs of the water lillies, for a meal. Mrs. Fraser managed to 
escape the eyes of the famished creatures, when she met Bracefell at 
an appointed spot, and with bent bodies they waded along a mnning 
stream. Here deep; here shallow; eyes and ears frightened; hope 
sustained; grasping every dear chance by stone or stem of passing 
over the tteacherous ground, without ttack or footfall, without 
fraying of grass or shmb; they reached a mgged range, and hid 
themselves among the rocks. Bracefell tumed to good purpose the 
natural gifts bestowed on him by savagedom: he fed his fellow-
fugitive on such bush diet as his woodcraft could compass; eluded 
the pursuit, and in a few days both set foot on a pathway well known 
to the hopeless and desperate mnaway, a few years before. When 
they got on that path they could see horse tracks and trees cut down, 
lying about, and Mrs. Fraser knew that she was a 'Meginchen' (the 
native name for Brisbane). Bracefell said: 'I then left her, tumed 
back, and ran for my life.' " Russell adds: "Under whatever impulse 
it was, he went back, and it was seven years or thereabouts 
afterwards that we found him with the blacks." 
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When he concluded this quotation from The Genesis of Queensland, Suttor 
noted that 
'Statements made regarding the wreck and rescue of Mrs. Fraser 
differ materially, but Russell firmly believed Bracefell.' (note to p. 
345) 
As Randolph Stow was to observe much later in a note on Patrick White's 
A Fringe of Leaves and on the latter's use of the altemative version of the 
rescue -
Queensland, in its folk wisdom, has preferred to accept the account 
of a mnaway convict called David Bracefell, made public half a 
century after the event in the memoirs of Henry Stuart Russell. 
According to Bracefell, it was he, living as a wild white man, who 
rescued Mrs. Fraser and guided her overland to Moreton Bay. 
(Times Literary Supplement, 10 September 1976, p. 1097). 
The putative Bracefell part in the rescue was firmly rejected by Thomas 
Dunbabin and A.H. Chisholm in 195812 who observed: 
H.S. RusseU in his Genesis of Queensland. . . quotes an account 
given in the Sydney Gazette of September 1836, and then puts 
forward the unconvincing theory that James Bracefield... led Mrs. 
Fraser to Brisbane, (p. 305) 
Their further remarks about 'James Bracefield' discuss his time in Wide Bay 
as a mnaway convict, and his being brought to Brisbane by Andrew Petrie 
(pp.305-306). They also feel that Bracefield had probably only absconded 
about 1837, i.e. after the wreck and the rescue, - and this on the information 
supplied by Petrie's diary (p. 306). 
This 'southem' questioning of Bracefell's part in 1958 was either unknown 
to or ignored by Sir Raphael Cilento and Clem L. Lack at the time of their 
address '^  to the Royal Historical Society of Queensland on March 19,1959. 
They give an orthodox account of John Graham's escape on July 14, 1827 
(p.77) but an ambiguous dual rescuer version of the bringing in of the 
survivors of the Stirling Castle — 
In August, 1836, when news came down that white men and a white 
woman were thought to be held by blacks in the bush above Noosa, 
Graham volunteered to find them, saying he knew exactly where 
they were. He was able, partly by means of the "Bush telegraph", to 
rescue Baxter (second mate); and two sailors: Carly and Drayman; 
and, with Bracewell's aid, and greater difficulty, Mrs. Fraser... (p. 
78) 
The paragraph concludes with the following somewhat enigmatic statement 
about Graham - 'For his part in this - the only one that was revealed in the 
official reports - he received his freedom and £10' (p. 78) - which is, 
presumably, to be interpreted as meaning 'although Bracewell was not 
mentioned in the records'. 
Then there follows a composite if not fanciful 'story of Bracewell' (pp. 79-
81) from which the following sections give the basis for the legendary version 
current in the last two decades. 
on May 14, 1828, David Bracewell absconded for six days.. .took 
his punishment - then 'cut and run' again for two months . . . 
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following the same route to Toorbul, to Caloundra, and beyond 
Maroochydore to near Noosa (where Graham was established). 
What brought him back after two months to Logan's lash, cannot 
now be known; perhaps it was fear, or tribal friction, or Graham's 
jealousy of his own position in the tribe. When next Bracewell 
absconded (Febmary 8, 1831) he went beyond Graham's area to 
the protection of the warrior chief Eumundi, on what is marked on 
old maps as 'Huon Mimdy's Creek". This was the chief who later 
seized Mrs. Fraser . . . and "Domesticated" her at the main 
camping ground . . . 
Then follows apiece of folklore 14 which has become accepted into the 
'Queensland' synthesis of the legends 
Bracewell, at a "boree", stole her away, as he claimed, and brought 
her to "Wowa" ("place of the crow") from where Graham who 
undoubtedly had kept in touch with him and the tribes since 1833 
and now made contact again with him, as the evidence shows, 
subsequently carried her on to a rendezvous at a marked spot on the 
beach above Laguna Bay. 
The frontispiece woodcut by Robert 
Gibbings to his book John Graham. 
Convict .... tribes came front miles 
around to see (her) there would be 
a corroboree and dance, when, much 
as we exhibit deformities at the 
circus, she would be led out and 
exposed to view. 
There is a note to show that they had used the 1936 edition of Gibbings, 
referring to a 'boree', and then continuing 
Bracewelli5 took advantage of such a "boree" as they were 
called, to abduct her. He might, he knew win manumission from the 
authorities if he could save a white woman from enslavement in an 
aboriginal tribe. But Graham knew it, too, and govemment favour 
was too rare and valuable a thing to be shared! If Bracewell's story 
is tme, he was one of the party that reached the rendezvous on the 
coast, (pp. 79-80) 
In the concluding remarks on this by CUento and Lack, the following points 
are noteworthy: 
(I) '(Graham) does not mention Bracewell, but elsewhere 
emphatically asserts that alone effected Mrs. Fraser's rescue.' 
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(2) Bracewell, when he saw the soldiers, felt the dread of the 'old lag' 
fall upon him like a chiU, and to reassure himself asked Mrs. Fraser 
to say again that she would speak for his pardon. But she said 
instead, that she would complain of his conduct! He fled for his life, 
back to his forest and swamps (August 17, 1836).' 
(3) 'H. Stuart Russell (p. 258) telling Bracewell's story destroyed 
its credibility by mistakenly asserting (forty years after the event) 
that Bracewell said he had brought her to the outskirts oiBrisbane, 
and that this was when he had seen the soldiers and (adds Russell, 
embellishing the story) "trees cut down" and "the hoofmarks of the 
horses", etc.' 
(4) There follows an interpretation that Bracewell had brought Mrs. 
Fraser to meet Lieut. Otter's party at 'the rendezvous arranged by 
Graham after messages from 
Bracewell' (p. 81) 
(5) 'Mrs. Fraser did not mention Bracewell - she did however refer 
to a white fugitive, calling him "Tallboy". 16 
Cleariy the next significant scholarship on the wreck and rescue is the 
exhaustive text of Michael Alexander's, namely Mrs. Fraser on The 
Fatal Shore^i (1971). As the acknowledgements (p. 5) make clear, it is 
indebted to the various state libraries in Australia, to the Cilento-Lack 
synthesis, and to the unnamed English writer and film producer, who was at 
least a catalyst in the formation of the most comprehensive study published to 
date. 
The unindexed text is of peculiar interest since it has gathered up all the 
material of earlier recensions and a great deal more, namely -
various ballads, broadsheets and mournful verses (pp. 13-15, 140, 
154-5, 163-65); 
details of caimibalism among convicts (pp. 141-2); 
Dr. J.D. Lang's interest in Moreton Bay (pp. 143-8); 
various details of the Moreton Bay settlement, its flora and its 
fauna (pp. 149-53); 
and 
title pages of various contemporary books, as well as various 
accounts not used by earlier collectors of detail. 
In the following outline of its contents, particular emphasis is given to 
material going beyond the accounts so far analysed -
Ch. I Details of: the manifest of the Stirling Castle; of the Fraser family; 
of the Sydney land fall and the new crew. 
Ch. 2 of Moreton Bay; of the shipwreck and the behaviour of the crew; of 
the desertion of the survivors by those in the pinnace; 
Ch. 3 of the neighbouring tribes and their first encounter with Captain 
Fraser's party; detaUs of the sailors who set off to walk the 300 miles 
to the south; 
Ch. 4 details of Doyle, Baxter, Brown and Corralis, with the isolation of 
Mrs. Fraser; 
Ch. 5 her four weeks alone, then the last meeting with Fraser, and the 
death of Brown, the mate (drawn from all the 1830's accounts); 
Ch. 6 the hunger of John Baxter and his meeting with an escaped convict, 
'Tallboy' Banks (see above for another identification of this man); 
Ch. 7 the harrassmenti8 of Mrs. Fraser by various aboriginal males^ 
with details teased out from the 1837 New York account. 
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Ch. 8 Lieut. Otter's shooting party who meet Darge and Corralis, and 
then rescue Harry Youlden; a detailed account of John Graham and 
the fact that aborigines had told him of the survivors, including a 
'she-ghost' (pp. 60,65)66); Graham's interrogation of CorraHs and 
Darge; detailsi9 of the rescue party convicts. 
Ch. 9 Graham's account °^ of the rescue, together with Lieut. Otter's 
letter about it to his sister in England (September 1836). 
Ch. 10 aboriginal attacks on the boats (drawn from the despatches2i by 
Fyans); the medical state of Mrs. Fraser, including her obsession 
that she was pregnant (pp. 83-84); the Commandant's arrangements 
with Sydney and the departure thence of Mrs. Fraser, Baxter, 
Corallis, Carey (the boy), Dayman, Youlden and Darge. 
Ch. 11 the disasters overtaking the pinnace party; the deaths of young John 
Fraser, John Wilson, Stone, Schofield,22 AUen and James Major; 
the likelihood of cannibalism (pp. 91-93); the survival of Robert 
Hodge; Mrs. Fraser in Sydney and the fund subscribed for her; 
Baxter's retum to London.23 
Ch. 12 'Variations on a theme of rescue' — analysis of the Russell and 
Petrie reminiscences, particularly about David Bracefell, including 
his flight from the outskirts of'Meginchen' (i.e. Brisbane); Russell's 
compulsive developing of the story (p. 103); Fyans' reference to 
Mrs. Fraser's remark to Graham 'the white men she had met were 
worse 24 than the blacks' (p. 104); various bizarre speculations 
about Bracefell, allowing him a complex part in a melodramatic and 
highly subjective scenario, (pp. 104-110); 
Ch. 13 Eliza Fraser's marriage at Sydney on Febmary 23rd 1837 to 
Alexander John Greene, Master Mariner; their strange behaviour 
in Liverpool; appeals for money in London, and meeting with The 
Times representative, John Curtis, her subsequent biographer, and 
John Baxter, then back in his lodgings in the Commercial Road (p. 
118); 
Ch. 14 the appearance at the Mansion House, London, ofBob Darge and the 
details of his questioning by the Lord Mayor; the surprisingly lucid 
and coherent picture presented by Darge, who 'emerges as a 
sensible and not insensitive personality' (p. 125), is remarkable for 
its clarity and its knowledge of native custom;25 how Darge had 
met in the bush two escaped convicts, 'Tursi' and 'Tallboy' (i.e. 
Banks) 
Ch. 15 the revelation of the Greenes' dishonesty; details of the fate of the 
Fraser children in Sttomness, as reported by the Presbyterian 
minister there, Peter Learmouth; journalistic attacks on the Greenes; 
Mrs. Greene's letter of'explanation' to the Moming Advertiser; the 
final disposal of the London-raised charity fund; the defence of Mrs. 
Greene by Curtis and his feeling that 'she acted foolishly in 
concealing a fact'; the attacks on her in the Sydney Gazette (e.g. 25 
January, 1838) for concealing the assistance and money granted 
her in Sydney; H.S. Russell's report of finding her in a London 
booth, and in Alexander's words 
'perhaps exposing her more available scars to a prurient public 
and declaiming, a lurid summary of her misadventures' (p. 138). 
Alexander's conclusion, a view stated earlier, is that 'she was 
slightiy mad' (p. 136) and that 
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'Her experiences on the 'Fatal Shore' had clearly been more than 
her temperament and constitution could stand and Captain Greene, 
who should have been her protector, seems only to have been her 
exploiter', (p. 137) 
The importance of the Alexander compilation is considerable if unneces-
sarily limited not least from its lack of clear indication as to when it is either 
reshaping the thmst of the whole by the inclusion of such materials as the 
Fyans papers or the various later evidences from London. In particular it is 
concemed to stress: 
the likelihood of cannibalism amongst the mutineers; the complex 
range of personalities amongst the crew; 
and 
a seeming objectivity about the BraceweU participation, which is 
then succeeded by the most subjective speculation as to plot and 
counterplot between Bracewell, Graham and a possible (native) 
lover of Mrs. Fraser's (Chapter 12). 
As we shall see, it is a source for parts of: (a) the Patrick White novel; (b) the 
film itself; and (c) the novel by Kenneth Cook; - the accumulated effect of all 
four recensions of the 1970's being to effectively 'mythologize' the wreck and 
remove from our generation and, in all probability, from many subsequent 
spectilators as to the likely happenings, any real certainty as to the actual 
pattem of events. 
The Patrick White novel of 1976 has been discussed by many literary 
critics, the most 'feminist' of whom, Jill Ward,26 produced a survey of ^ 4 
Fringe of Leaves subtitled 'History and Fiction'. Some of the points made or 
implied by her may be listed seriatim -
in his account of his protagonist Ellen Roxburgh White 'clings to 
the minutiae of Eliza's daily existence' (p. 402); 
all deliberate variation of physical detail is concemed to stress 
'underlying symbolism' (p. 402); 
White is significantly close to the Alexander biography (p. 403); 
the novel opens in Sydney in the 1830s and involves time shifts 
back to Cheetenham, to Tasmania and to Ellen's rearing in 
Comwall and surprising marriage to the bookish Austin Roxburgh; 
her husband is a passenger and not the ship's captain (p. 404); 
White's concem is less for events that with various losses and the 
'process of re-assessment and the related need for self-assessment' 
(p. 405); 
'the tune in the boat is deliberately extended into a timeless period.. 
(in) which all illusion must be stripped' (p. 407); 
Ellen's changing status -upwards from poor farmer's daughter, and 
then down again - is a specific concem of White's (p. 408); 
thus 'a cultivated outer shell no longer confines a sensual and 
primitive inner core' (p. 409); 
the mate 'Mr. Pilcher (also) chose to manipulate the details and the 
persons in his life' (p. 409); 
cannibalism, discussed in the first chapter, is made a part of Ellen's 
experience (p. 410); 
Ellen, like Eliza, dresses in convulvulus vines (p. 412); 
Ellen has had sexual relations with her convict rescuer Jack Chance 
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(a craggy figure not at aU like either Bracewell or Graham) (p. 412); 
as with Bracewell, so White's convict turns back from the 
settlement surroundings (p. 417). As the novel has then converse: 
'Ah, Ellen, I can hear 'em settin' up the triangles, in the gateway to 
the barracks! 
They'll be waitin' for me!' 
Immediately after, he turned, and went loping back into the bush, 
the sttength restored to his skeleton. Her tom hands were left 
clawing at the air. 'JACK'. Don't leave me! I'd never survive.' I'll 
not cross this field - let alone face the faces.' 
But she did. (A Fringe of Leaves, pp. 352-53) 
and 
Ellen has grown spiritually in the bush and reached personal 
fulfilment there (p. 417). 
Thus it may be seen that White's novel is largely concemed with self-
discovery in a very ordinary and unremarkable woman, whose dawning 
perceptions are set against both the land and the society of early Australia. It 
is also an affirmation of human physicality and concemed to explore the 
(nineteenth century) conception of woman's place and the essential basis of 
her nature and of her personal needs. Remarkably, we are able to identify with 
Ellen through her many trials and social metamophoses and to admire her 
basic fortitude and integrity, particularly during her confrontation with 
various official persons when she retums to 'civilization'. 
The husband is made early to quote the line '. . . feUx, qui potuit remm 
cognoscere causas', and the themes of the book are concemed with such 
ultimate causes: the mystery of land and landscape (on both sides of the 
world); the attested presence of God's care for everyman, being perceived in 
the life of the birds of the air; the convict's agony as symbol of man's 
inhumanity to his fellow; and 'the tmth . . . a peace of mind . . . like a 
beatitude.' 
Predictably she is unable 'to tell' -
she thought she might never want to 'tell' (you cannot tell about 
fortitude, or death, or love, still less about your own inconstancy), p. 
334, 
Her words to her interrogator - 'No one is to blame and everybody for 
whatever happens' (p. 363) - are too much for him. The message of the book 
is, seemingly, that she will find her final peace back in softer England, since 
Australia has demanded too much. 'A woman, as I see, is more like moss or 
lichen that takes to some tree or rock as she takes to her husband.' Such a 
harmony is only possible in a gentler climate. 
The many figures who are grouped around Ellen, and so make up her 
experience, are both more and fewer than their historical originals. Additional 
characters are: her dmnken father, a prey to self-pity; her assertive mother-in-
law; her Byronic and villainous brother-in-law; or the recurring and foolish 
companion. Miss Scrimshaw. Amalgamations occur: Graham and Bracefell 
into Jack Chance; or, the mate Pitcher, originally menacing, bat, as the only 
other survivor, become a secular mystic who creates his own 'unsanctified' 
chapel. This, it is not particularly profitable to accumulate identity equivalents 
or fictional and historical equations for the lesser figures. 
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Yet Ellen is far from the uncertain Eliza at many points, for' She was drawn 
to nature — she depended on it for sustenance' and even comes to love the 
customs and attitudes of the Aborigines. Our last sight of ker is of her healing 
confused white children, being tender to a mutilated fledgling, seeking a 
pardon for Jack Chance, and expressing pity for the widower, Mr. Jervons. 
As with Eliza, so the commandant here is teased by the rescued woman's 
behaviour. As he writes in his despatch for Sydney 
'... a woman of some intelligence, bu t . . . confused... by the ordeal. 
It is difficult to arrive at the tmth either in the account offered by 
Mrs. Roxburgh, or that of Pitcher the unfortunate second mate. It 
may suit both, while still too close to the events, to cultivate delusion 
as a shield or comfort, (p. 396) 
Yet we leave Ellen Roxburgh certain that she will return to English society 
and practise there the wisdom, tact and even humour at personal relations, 
which she has learned in her ordeal. The central portion of the novel (p. 154) 
had talked of the problem (for the middle class of the 1830's) of bridging 'the 
gap separating life from their own lives', but once she was able to do this she 
had become a very 'Cleopatra' (p. 311) in her fulfilment with Jack Chance. 
Unlike her historical original she will not, we know, be degraded or reduced in 
spirit by the society to which she returns, j h e 1976 narrative film of the 
story, Eliza Fraser, is the imposition of an order and interpretation upon a 
number of past events in a form which both mocks Eliza's sufferings and at the 
same time assumes as tme the composite Lack-Cilento version with both 
Grahaiii and Bracefell involved in the rescue from the aborigines of the 
unfortunate white woman. 
While its narrative can be seen to take as its starting-point a 
collection of characters and a sequence of events which have been 
documented by historians, its development shows little concem for 
an accurate reproduction of that documentation. (T. Ryan, 'Historical 
Films', p. 115) 
While the research to that point had presented the story as a human drama of 
epic proportions, one of the film's serious reviewers (Keith Connolly, 
Cinema Papers, No. 12 1977, p. 362) identified it as 'a jejune comedy of 
terrors' then elaborating -
director Tim Burstall and writer David Williamson have several 27 
bites (at the cherry) - with somewhat indigestible results. 
Their film pads Eliza's story with elements as uncomfortably 
disparate - and irrelevant - as bedroom farce, ironic social comment, 
film noir, a knockabout brawl, even a cops'n'robbers chase. 
The artistic purpose in all of this - and one not understood by many 
Queensland critics - is based both on the ambiguities of the historical record 
and on the adherence to a picaresque mode and a parodying of solemn 
aspirations to historical exactitude. 
The full title of the film was overlooked from the outset, yet it explains 
much - A Faithful Narrative of the Capture, Sufferings and Miraculous 
Escape of Eliza Fraser. The purpose was to question the orthodoxies of the 
time - British proper behaviour and Aboriginal savagery. Thus, paradoxically, 
the British project bmtality, deceit, betrayal, (sexual) jealousy, cannibalism. 
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mutual exploitation, homosexuality, lust and humbug, raffishness and 
ineptitude. Various subtle ironies, like the killing of Captain Fraser by an 
aboriginal spear thrown by a British soldier, are lost in the sheer romp of the 
action. And, as many have noted, the aborigines possess an appealing 
artlessness, their most 'savage' act being to disrobe their reluctant hostages. 
The plot contains a number of additions that do not appear to have been 
necessary, in particular: (a) Fraser's brother and sister-in-law in Sydney; (b) 
the fictional and cynical Captain Rory McBryde, a roue of Sydney Town, 
former associate of Captain Fraser's, supercargo to Moreton Bay, and 
tireless suitor for/exploiter of Eliza'; (c) a whole sequence of events in 
Moreton Bay, where the ship puts in before the wreck, including: Eliza's 
meeting with Bracewell, and an unplanned sexual romp to follow - she is not 
pregnant in this story -, as well as her tricking a marine in order to save her 
convict lover; a long series of events underscoring the homosexuality 28 of the 
historical Commandant, Captain Foster Fyans; and early floggings admin-
istered to both Bracewell and Graham. As has been well said of the various 
plot imbroglios 
The importance of the (last addition) lies in the way it draws 
together, at this point the three strands of the narrative 
(connected with McBryde's misadventures, the Erasers' loveless 
marriage, and the penal colony's repressive world) and points to 
an underlying sexual tension as the key motivating force for the 
narrative history of the film. 
(T. Ryan, loc. cit., p. 118) 
As this last critic stresses, the two characters achieving emotional 
happiness, a convict and a married woman, are two of the least powerful 
in the society. Similarly they also achieve the most valid relationship 
with the aborigines, whose outward appearance they assume. For this 
Eliza — like White's Ellen — is able to relax in the company of the 
lubras and native children. Related to this is the bizarre and titiUating 
script concocted for Eliza to tell the Sydney fairgoers 29 (see the Cook 
novel, pp. 158-160), the purpose of which is to work the general male 
pmrience and envy of the native strength 'huge, black, powerful, 
menacing'. Clearly the film script, for all its outre mmbustiousness, is 
concemed to probe both the experience of a vulnerable convict and a 
despised wife's feminine sexuality then, both the direct consequence of 
the society's material possessiveness and respect for actualized power 
over others. 
Some of the more detailed responses of Keith Connolly's review 
Cinema Papers, April 1977, pp. 362-363) may be included here, 
'the clash of cultures, with the primitives for once 
enjoying the upper hand, is wittily conveyed; 
'acting, design, cinematography and music all reach high 
levels'; 
'Burstall expended much time, thought and effort on casting' 
which is hugely satisfying; 
'Suzannah York is splendidly cast as 'a sturdily shallow 
Victorian' but 'rarely is she permitted to give more than a 
passing hint of what could lie behind that tantalising, 
faintly-micking gaze'; 
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'Trevor Howard's Foster Fyans 'mordantiy conveys the 
degenerate, self-serving commandant. . ., a florid rendering of 
an absolutely cormpt absolutist'; 
'the film sees John Graham as 'a conniving villain . . . in league 
with equally unscmpulous Fyans';3o 
and 
'the splendid lighting effects, particularly away from Sydney 
Town do suggest the savage irony of nature's beauty and 
bounty juxtaposed with man's cynicism, bmtality and moral 
cheapness. 
Perhaps the main artistic point of Connelly's detailed analysis is, 
however, that the film's Eliza veers towards the banal, 'with a Forsytean 
eye for the main chance', and he contrasts this with 
'What Patrick White does with the same character . . . 
portraying her blossoming in self-understanding.' (p. 363) 
Although there is not the space to discuss the overlapping Joumey 
Among Women (1977), it is possible to argue that the screen play by 
Dorothy Hewitt, the film directed by Tom Cowan and produced by John 
Weiley, and the derived novel by Diana Fuller, complement certain 
aspects of the film treatment of the Eliza Fraser story - notably as to 
how women, in this case convict women, and their hostage, the Judge 
Advocate's refined daughter, manage to escape both the degradations and 
the confines of that society. As Meaghan Morris was to comment later of 
the fihn itself: 
the bush is a place which allows the escaped convict women to 
invent a female culture with a sexuality, language and group 
ritual which opposes, term for term, the male world . . . Nature 
nourishes a franscendence of the confinements imposed on 
women by 'mascuUne' civilization, which is impossible within it. 
(pp. 142-143 of her chapter, 'Personal Relationships and 
Sexuality' in The New Australian Cinema, ed. Scott Murray. 
West Melboume, Thos. Nelson, 1980). 
As these comments make very clear, the many strands of the Burstall 
film almost preculde a depth exploration of what White had seen to be 
the centtal issue of the whole saga. 
'. . . as a professional writer . . . I do, under necessity, write 
stuff purely to entertain . . . I have done so curiously 
successfully in the Eliza Fraser book . . . a readable piece . . . 
my total obsession is always this innocent (possessed of so 
many sensibilities) it goes through everything I write, even 
funnily enough, Eliza Fraser. Although I deliberately distorted 
the main character to be my usual sort of vaguely amused 
person/bemused innocent . . . I created a blank area for the 
innocent (and) persuade the reader to take the place of the 
person to whom the thing is happening. (Kenneth Cook in 
January. 1977).3i 
The above description of the novelist's artistic intention, given a few 
months after the production of this novel, will assist the later reader more 
easily come to grips with what the publisher called in 1976 'a rollicking 
tale of lust and adventure from the violent bawdy-colonial past'. To the 
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posed question, 'And what happened to her after she was shipwrecked? 
we are told, 'Only one man survived starvation and the treacherous 
violence of his fellows to tell the whole tmth . . .'. (dust cover). 
Kenneth Cook's introduction (pp. vii-viii) poses such a series of 
questions, comments on the fact that 'the most meticulous historian, on 
the evidence, could not arrive at a position which he could honestly ^ay 
was beyond dispute', and then asserts that the major advance of his 
version comes from its use of 'a series of handwritten statements32. . . by 
David Bracefell' (p. vii). This statement of source is followed by the 
claim that he has edited a little the original's robust and lively -manner' 
but must acknowledge 'that Bracefell in fact did a great deal of efficient 
research on the subject' (p. viii). 
The ensuing text is a strange mixture of exclamation, reportage, and 
occasional modernism, the style veering from Defoe to Smollett, and 
from Henry Green to Graham Greene, the whole catalysed by the 
outrageous lusts and arrogant assertiveness of Captain Rory McBryde, the 
symbol of all that is worst in the exploitive society. At the outset, 
however, the focus is set upon Fraser's 'most glorious wife' -
Eliza Fraser was unbelievably lovely. She had a magnificent 
figure but strangely enough all you ever saw of her was her 
face, because once you looked at it you couldn't take your eyes 
off it . . . a quality of expression that made every man realize 
that this was a woman he had been looking for aU his life. I 
think it was a strange combination of purity and wantonness, 
virtue and lust. (p. 7) 
Apart from its hilarious dramatic text, the novel has various additions 
to the hitherto published variants and speculations -
details of Captain Fraser's family (p. 8); 
a probing of Fraser's knowledge of navigation (pp. 15-16; 26-
27); 
Bracefell's impressions of Moreton Bay (pp. I6,ff.); 
the strange personality of Captain Fyans (pp. 20, ff.); 
the idealistic young soldier, Bmce Iclver; 
the willingness of the seamen survivors of the wreck to 
practise cannibaHsm (p. 56); 
Youlden's stabbing to death the mate Brown (p. 63); 
close detail, told with a wry sympathy, of the Erasers' 
experiences among the aborigines; 
the killing and eating of Hodge (pp. 86-87, 107); 
McBryde's involvement with Lieut. Otter's wife; Graham's 
continual sly cunning; 
Bracefell's experiences after his escape from Moreton Bay; 
a complex exploration of the character of the chieftain 
Euenmundi, noting various less atttactive qualities (which are 
strangely like those of European leaders); 
the killing of Doyle, Elliott and Youlden (pp. 109-110); 
Captain Fraser's acceptance of his cuckolding by Bracefell; 
variation of Graham's record as a convict (p. 124); 
Eliza's plan to leave Fraser, get BracefeU a pardon, and then to 
marry him (p. 128); 
Otter's accidental spearing of Fraser (p. 142); 
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Bracefell's escape ultimately to Sydney (p. 145); 
Eliza's reunion in Parramatta with her son John (p. 153); 
Bracefell (now 'Alexander Green') rescues Eliza (p. 163); 
and they escape, finally, to New Zealand. At the end, they both agree 
with McBryde, that they could make lots of money in a sideshow in 
London's Hyde park (p. 175) 
As this helter-skelter outHne will indicate, the novel follows the film 
very closely, but fleshes it out at many points with extra details, 
abundant ironies and numerous pragmatc decisions. While certain great 
themes like the impossibility of sublunary justice mn through the text, the 
characters are, necessarily, ever concemed with their 'immediate destiny' 
(p. 175). thus it is highly appropriate to conclude with Cook's (or 
Bracefell's) ultimate paragraph, - mocking all reconstmctions and 
recensions -
So we sailed away into history, which naturally got the whole 
story wrong, (ibid.) 
As was made clear by the 1976 remark of Randolph Stow's, cited at 
the outset, certain events of the early frontier history of the north of the 
then New South Wales not merely happened in Queensland but have 
acquired from the Russell version of events, further i-ecensions and 
altematives, of ever increasing complexity, as to what 'really happened'. 
The original salient detail (1837 text), of Mrs. fraser's sympathy for an 
aborigine, was thmst aside, and so, perhaps in a form of subconscious 
compensation, the implicit emotional needs of the woman protagonist 
were supplied, in however oblique a way, by one or several white males. 
Indeed, only in the allusively articulated dreams of Ellen Roxburgh in 
Patrick White's novel do we have any twentieth century survival of the 
whitewoman's being attracted to a kind and younger aboriginal male. 
Rather ironically the film has chosen to present Eliza as a type of 
Madame Bovary of early Australia. 
Perhaps it is most fitting to close with a glance at Stow's later 
thoughts33 on the issue when he considered the White version as 
transfigured history, 'concemed with the inner meaning of events' (p. 32). 
Stow also felt that the novel's landscape was inspired by the 1957 series 
of Mrs. Fraser paintings,34 one of which is used as cover for both the 
handcovered and paperback editions. Nolan had followed the Bracefell 
rescue story and so afforded White visual opportunity and mood 'both 
funny and touching', he probes the inner identities of both the 
shipwrecked wife and a confused victim of Logan's bmtality. As Stow 
concludes of the White fiction - and it is equally tme of the less 
distinguished twentieth century variations - recent Australian artists have 
been endeavouring to 'digest' their past, that 'ballad-like early history' 
and seen it as a fable. In less competent hands it may well become 
(teasing) faction or confused semi-psychological probing. But the most 
gifted imagination has the historical ring of tmth as it has amplified a few 
sentences from the Australian past. Cmelty and savagery created an 
intense if bizarre experience which was transmuted, first by human 
endurance and more recentiy by sympathetic artistry into imagined and 
conveyed beauty and tenderness. 
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